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A Successful Patient Rounding Redesign:
Staff Empowerment Blended with a Research Project

Jody Shigo, BSN, RN; Holly D. Tavianini, MSHSA, BSN, RN, CNRN; Lynn Deitrick, PhD, RN; Kathy Baker, MPH, RN; Hannah Paxton, MPH, RN and Michelle Flores, BSN, RN
Lehigh Valley Health Network, Allentown, Pennsylvania

Background

Over the past five years, patient rounds have been widely adapted by healthcare
organizations. However, more recent reports relate lack of consistent adherence
to defined protocols, although proven to have positive effects on patient safety.

Current Conditions

Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHN), a 980-bed academic, community
Magnet™ hospital, instituted hourly patient rounds in 2008. Two years later,
an ethnographic, grounded theory approach was used to study the rounding
process and issues associated with implementation.

1. Getting the right people involved
− Licensed and non-licensed bedside providers  
− Nurse Researchers
− Patient Care Leadership
− Lean Methodology Coach
2. Reframing through “Forestry”
− LEAN tool to identify and problem solve factors which negatively
impact rounding

Example for ‘Interruptions’
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DATE

5-

34-

2400-0200
0200-0400
0400-0600
0600-0700
0700-0800

6-

0800-0900
0900-1000
1000-1100

7-

1100-1200
8-

1200-1300

9-

Scripting
Initial scripting for patients and family members
During (your/his/her) stay with us:
• We conduct intentional patient rounding
o Nurse or technical partner will check on patient
 Hourly between 6 AM-10 PM,
 Every two hours between 10 PM-6 AM.
• Communicate to staff if you do not wish to be disturbed during the night. Communicate to staff if
you change your mind
 Communicate if you wish to be rounded on more frequently
 Press the call bell for assistance during the time we are not rounding.

1800-1900
1900-2000
2000-2100

Scripting to be used to remind patients/families periodically
Mr./Mrs. ____, I am here to round on you. Is there anything I can do to make you more comfortable?
• Assist to the bathroom
• Reposition you or make you more comfortable
• Provide pain medication?
Complete tasks, address personal needs, and perform environmental check prior to leaving the room.
Ask: Is there anything else I can do for you? I have time.

2100-2200
2200-2400

Key: S=Sleeping

O=Off Unit

D/C= Discharged

/= Used only prior to admit time










































Categories

Problem Tree

− Attitude toward rounding - in room anyway − Ambiguity
− Staff not included in development of initial rounding process

Barriers to Rounding
− Churn








































































































Possibility Tree





























































































Results
Metrics

3. Retreat Work Groups

− Scripting
− Communication
− Measurement

− Patient Rounding Standard Work
− Leadership Rounding Standard Work
− Rounding Log Tool Re-development

• Resurvey staff: process effectiveness and satisfaction
• Conduct and analyze call bell use
• Make documentation tool electronic











− Simplify rounding log for efficiencies










Scripting in semi-private rooms when staff have competing priorities while rounding
I will be with you as soon as I finish addressing your roommate’s needs. I will assist you as soon as I can. Thank you for your
patience.

Follow-up







• Hourly rounding & patient safety
• Hourly rounding, nursing assessments, & clinical judgment

Common Themes

  







processes
− Clearly communicate relation between:
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Findings






− Identify unit champions
− Involve direct care staff in design and implementation of rounding

%

Frequency

It is our Mission at LVHN to keep patients comfortable and safe during their hospital stay. Patient
rounding assures that patient’s needs are being met. Nurses or technical partners will round every hour
from the hours of 0700-2200 and every two hours from the hours of 2200-0600. Patient rounding
includes, explaining the rounding process to the patient and family, addressing pain medication needs,
bathroom needs, patient repositioning and environmental checks.

AP will order standardized rounding tool from Standard Register. The tool will be kept with other paper forms on the
individual unit. AP will label rounding log with patient ID sticker and place rounding document in the plastic plate mounted
at the footwall of the patient’s room when preparing patient’s chart. (If an AP declined the Flu Vaccine, AP will wear a
mask as they are within 6 feet of patient care.)
RN/TP will communicate to ensure rounding will be completed every hour from 0700-2200 and every 2 hours from 22000600 at beginning of shift. RN/TP will communicate and decide who will round on even hours and who will round on odd
hours.
On admission or transfer to unit, RN/TP will educate/explain to patient and/or family the rounding process and RN to
document patient/family education in Krames.
Reinforcement of rounding process occurs at bedside shift report and while completing patient rounds – “Someone will be
around to check on you...”
Rounding process utilizing AIDET concepts:
a. KNOCK ON THE DOOR
b. INTRODUCE YOURSELF – “Hi, I’m _________. I will be your RN/TP today.”
c. EXPLAIN (reinforcement of rounding process) – “A staff member will be coming around every hour from 07002200 and every two hours from 2200-0600
d. ASK – “Can I get you anything for pain? Do you need to go to the bathroom? Can I help you get repositioned? Is
there anything I can do to help you get comfortable?”
e. SCAN THE ROOM – Is the call bell/telephone/bedside table in reach? Are cords safely positioned to prevent trip
hazards? Is the pathway to the bathroom free of clutter and trip hazards? Is there anything that needs to be cleaned
up?
f. PLAN FOR THE FUTURE – “We will round again in about an hour to check on you but if you need something or
you need to assistance to get up please use your call bell.”
RN/TP will document completion of rounds on log before moving onto next patient. Documentation includes: time &
initials. If the patient is not in the room, document “O” (off unit/out of room) and time & initials. If the patient is sleeping
and verbalized that they did not want to be disturbed, document “S” (sleeping) and time & initials. If the patient is discharged
document “D” (Discharged) and time & initials. If the patient refuses to be rounded on, document “R” (Refused) and time &
initials. Please place “/” in each space prior to the time of patient admission or transfer to the unit to indicate that the patient
was not present on the unit for rounding to be conducted.
If the patient is transferred to another unit, send log with the patient’s chart. If the patient is discharged, the last RN/TP that
documents their initials and time on the log, after completion of rounds, will remove the log from the plastic plate mounted in
the patient room and place log in the Flow Sheet section of the chart.
The rounding documentation log will include 7 days of information, if the patient’s stay is greater than 7 days, the last
RN/TP that documents their initials and time on the log, after rounding is completed, will have to obtain a new rounding log
and place it in the plastic plate located at the foot wall of the patient’s bed. The completed rounding log will be placed in the
Flow Sheet section of the chart
Results and feedback from leadership rounds will be shared with staff at monthly unit meetings.

Lessons Learned/Recommendations
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− Patient load
− Interruptions
− Patient care demands − D
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− Patient and employee satisfaction
− Call bell use
− Nurse sensitive quality indicators  
− Adverse events
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Standard
Work
ROUNDING STANDARD WORK
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• Reduce call bell use
• Improve patient and employee
satisfaction

*Call Bell Unit 2 Pareto

Redesigned
Rounding Log
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Root Cause Analysis - from Research Study
− Observations
− Staff survey
− Interviews
− Call bell use*

Countermeasures
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Goals/Target Conditions
• Improve clinical and quality
outcomes
• Decrease risks

Redesign Retreat - Methods



